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Vertical Fiscal Imbalance，Land Finance and IIlnation (4)

Chu DeVin，Fei Maosheng

(Schoof Q厂n凡nnce口nd凡6fic A d，孔inis￡rmiDn，A nhui【，ni秽er5i￡y D厂nnonce ond EcDno，nics，Ben加u 233(”D)

Abstract：Constlllcting a new tVpe of inter—govemmental financial relations between the central and lo．

cal govemment with clear rights and responsibilities，financial coordination， and regional equilibrium is not

only an important measure to regulate the revenue and expenditure behavior of local govemment，but also the

kev to ensure high qualitv economic development and prevent and resolve maior svstemic financial risks．

Firstlv，this paper theoreticallv expounds the mechanism of vertical fiscal imbalance and land finance to in．

flation under the Chinese decentralization．Secondlv，bv constmcting a dvnamic panel simultaneouslv equa．

tion model and taking 3SLS to empiricallv investigate the impact of vertical fiscal imbalance and land nnance

on inflation in China， the result shows that there is a significant positive con’elation between 1and 6nance

and inⅡation， but the positive correlation between venical 6scal imbalance and innation is not significant．
After that，through the standardized re}乒ession of the dynamic panel simultaneous equation model，the paper

fhnher investigates the channels and transmission ef耗cts of vertical 6scal imbalance and land finance on in．

nation．The estimated results show that although the direct channel of vertical 6scal imbalance on innation

are not significant， it can indirectlv boost innation through land 6nance．In contrast， the increase of local

govemment land finance will directlv promote the rise of innation 1evel．

Key words：venical fiscalimbalance；1and 6nance；inflation；dvnamic panel simultaneous equation model

The Cultural—driVen of Enterprise InnoVation in Big Data Era

Mao Wei

(12)

(Rese眦^挑疵u把妒De郐efop舭m S￡倒egy&凡6fic Poficy，劢可i帆g Acode啊0厂．soc趔sc抬nces，
日觎铲^oM 3JDDD7)

Abstract：The new technology rev01ution caused by big data technology has not only changed the man—

agement paradigm and operation process of enterprises，but also changed the enterprise innoVa上ion mode．In

this context，the intellectualization and intelligence of competition make the innuence of corporate culture on

innovation greatlv enhanced．The mechanism of enterprise innovation driven by innovation culture mainly in-

cludes three aspects： cultiva“ng multi—dimensional innoVatiVe spirit， transfbrming the organizational stIuc—

ture and creating the innovative atmosphere．In the process of enterprise innovation， the innovation spirit

needs to be compatible with big data technology and constantly integrated into the institutionalized intelligent

leaming organization and the non—institutionalized enterprise innovation atmosphere， so as to build the en．

terprise innovation culture svstem with the characteristics of big data era．StmcturaI and functional conceptu-

al analvsis of corporate innovation eulture will not onlv help us to understand the dvnamic mechanism of cor-

porate innovation culture in the process of forming the core competitiveness of corporate in the context of big

data。but also this analvtical framework mav have some theoretical value for funher exploration of the corpo—

rate innovation mechanism．

Key words：big data；innovation eulture；enterprise innoVatlon

Path—Break and Radix omni哪Malorum：Renection on the Le西timacy of Property硒ghts(2 1)

Tong Io Cheng
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ABSTRACTS

into the request of land and other resources．The wildemess—expJoit moVement in European history caused

scholars’dispute about the legitimacy of propeny rights．Back to Roman 1aw，through occupatio or speciIjca-
tio to obtain ownership is legitimate and consistent with ratio naturalis． Under the basis of ratio naturalis，

Hugo Grotius and Samuel Pufendorf based the legitimacy of pmperty rights on the presumed “agree”of a11

persons．The British enlightenment philosopher John Locke demonstrated the legitimacy of propeny rights
with “labor”，which attached to things．Locke’s Labor Theory of Propeny laid the theoretical foundation for

Modem Capitalism．Contemporary scholars justified the legitimacy of private property by “the relationship of

property“ghts and incentive mechanisms"．The property mechanism of the 21st century should consider the

shortage of social resources and to rethink human nature．

Key words：propeny ri曲ts；wildemess；mdix omniummalomm；ratio naturalis；labor theory

Protecti伽of Propeny础ghts and Re西stration of Real Estate Rights (30)

Cheng Xiao

(&^oof Q厂L删，孔i凡曲u口‰如ersi￡y，&玎i愕JoDD觯)
Abstract：Real estate rights with registration capabilities are not limited to real estate rights．Any real

estate rights that al_e significant to transactions，such as real estate rights that are efkctive against third par-

ties，should have the ability of register．In the context of the unmed registration of real estate in China and

the impr0Vement of the registration system， especially considering the development of info瑚ation technolo-

gy，the capacity and capacity of real estate registration and publicity are expanding，the scop e‘of registerable
real estate rights should be expanded．In addition to the real estate righCs that have been clearly defined as

real rights by law，the law should also cla“fy the registration capabilities of real estate rights such as real

estate tIust propeny rights，real estate lease rights，real estate cha昭ing rights，prospecting rights，and min—

ing rights， and publicize them through the real estate register．0nly in this way can we fUUy protect the

property rights of real estate right holders，exert the utility of real estate and better maintain the security of

transaPt；nns．

Key words：pmpeny right；real estate registration capacity；real estate registration；register

The Theory of Relative Elimination：Examination for Its Propriety from both Civn Laws

and Admillistrative Laws——On Recovering谢thout Compe璐ation the Land Use砌2ht
of the Idle Land耐th Mortga2e r 37)

Chang Peng’ao

(￡伽Isc危DOZ，Pe后i增踟觇邶浙，Be玎ing』∞8刀)
AbstI．act：Unce any Jus ln re allena existing in one property right，one part of the property dght is de．

priVed by the former．In this ease，the property r唔ht would be eliminated relativeIy for the property owner

based on eligible eliminated reasons，while still exists for jus in re aliena，which is called as the theorv of
I．elatlVe ellmination Ibr pI．operty rights．This theory should be applied fbr the situation in which the idIe land
ls recoVered wlthout compensation by the govemment but there is mortgage on the 1and before it is identified

as idle land．Theref．ore， the Iand use right wouId be eIiminated but the mortgage still exists．The theory not

only accords with ciVil law theories and norms，but also holds up for the examination fI．om the principle of

pI-0portlon，public interest，administrative penalty and the doctrine of legitimate expectation．

Key words：I-elatiVe elimination fbr the propeny right；the land use right for idle land；recoveIv with．
out compensation；mortgage；examination for the propriety

Protection

Starting from Unclear

of Property砌ghts of Owners：

Ownership of
Supporting PIlblic Bllildings (46)

Zhang Wei

0sc沁ol《L㈣，zhe毋tQng Gon字hQng Un扔ers浙。H帆翠hou 3 lool8、
Abstract：The unclear ownership of supponing public buildings restricts the exercise of property rights

oi owners，whlch makes the healthy opera“on of I．esidential quarters difficult to continue．This paper analvzes
the I．easons why the ownership of supponing pubIic buildings is not clear and the fhzziness of the concept of

“public places and pubIic facilities”in Article 73 of the property law shouId be the cIux of the unclear own—

ershlp ot supporting public buildings．The profit—seeking nature of developers is contraIv to the public ser．
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Vice nature of supporting public buildings，and the long—tenll use interests of owners naturally u唱e them to

take the maintenance of supporting public buildings as their own duty．Therefore，in terms of interpretation

theory，it is adVisable to uphold the concept that supponing public buildings are priority to owners’statutory

common ownership，so as to achieVe the legal interpretation efkct of expanding the scope of supporting pub—
lic buildings owned by owners， so as to minimize the situation of unclear ownership of supporting public

buildings．In order to protect the pI．operty rights of the owners，the registration 1ayer should register the sup-

porting public buildings constmcted by developers in violation of regulations as the owners’joint ownership．

Key words：protection of property rights；supporting public buildings；unclear ownership；public ser-

vices；statutory co—ownership

How Polluti佃and Waste in En、，ironmental System Grow into Social砌sk? (55)

Wang Haiming

(Z危巧妇盯曙A cc眈，，∥Q厂Jsoci以Jsciences，三fn孵^ou 3JDDD7)
Abstract：With the development of industrialization，urbanization and information technology，the pol—

lution and waste produced by the economic system nows into the envimnment and grow into social risks．Its

ev01ution has a gradual process and complex mechanism．As the logical starting point of the risk evolution of

poUution and waste， the innow of pollution and waste destroys the balance of the intemal stlllcture of the

environmental system，and also changes the relationship between the environmental system and the economic

system，the environmental system and the social system．The environmental system is a closed cycle in which

the pollution and waste accumulated and combined， which is overloaded and transfbrmed into toxins， pro-

ducing a chain of boomeranging efkcts．As a key pmcess of pollution and waste evolution，the social system

pierces the veil of environmental pollution and waste，revealing the fact and hann of overload．After that，the

expansion mechanism and ampli6cation mechanism of social system， expansion anxiety and amplification

panic，and the chain causes social disorder or destmctive actions．So far，the p01lution and waste has gone

through the eVolutionary route f而m revenging envimnmental system to haming social system．

Key words：innows of pollution and waste；boomerang of p01lution and waste；piercing veil；amplify—
ing panic

Co珊truct，Forget and ActiVate：Media Memory of Public Emergencies (66)

Yang Chao，Zhu Xiaoyang，Jie Qitao
(．sc矗oof Q厂Liter以M陀帆d如urn以妇m，S危饼tgr∞Ⅳo，．mn2 E，n劫e—i炒，S^饼tgr∞33400D)

Abstract：The coUection，production and editing of media inf0瑚ation are similar to the attention，un—

derstanding and memorization of human memory．If media is taken as the extension of human beings，then it

is s小to maintain that the media memory en“ches the memory of individuals．When public eme职encies

damage the social order and value systems，the panic memory in the public would be aroused，resulting in

group behaVior．From the perspective of media memory，this paper discusses the relations between indiVidual

memory and media memory about public emergencies，explores how collective memory shapes media memo．

ry，analyzes the contents of media memory about social emergencies，and identifies the mle and mission of

media memory in public emergencies．

Key words：public emergencies；media memory；coUectiVe memory；responsibility

The Impacts of Social Cohesion on Floating Population’s Life Satisfhction：
Evidence from CSS Dataset (73)

Yi Longfei

(J[)印口心，n已m Q厂只庙fic Admin厶￡r越ion，z危盯iong尸b秽inci以只州y＆危oof Q厂(pG，日嘴危ou 3．fJ』2J)

Abstract：The existed research on the life satisfaetion of the noating population is mostly ca而ed out

f而m the level of individual lifb and economic income，while the discussion f而m the level of social develop—

ment is relativelv rare．Based on the dataset of CSS 2015，the article examines the impact of the six dimen—

sions of social cohesion on the life satisfaction of noating population．It is fbund that the higher the evaluation

of social tIrust，social t01erance and social equitv，the more likelv it is to obtain higher lif色satisfaction；the

more experiences experienced by social discrimination， the more aeceptance of social marginal group， the

more likelv to reduce life satisfaction；and their perception of social connict is not significantly related to life

satisfaction．The findings of this study not only provide empirical support for improVing the life satisfaction of
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the noating population，

Key wOrds：social

but also create a patll for pmmoting

cohesion；noating population；lif．e

the level of social inclusion．

satisfaction；social quality

“Th伽ght佃Emightenment”in Vinue of the蹦l咖pKcal Context：

From Kant，Foucalllt to Habe咖嬲 (79)
Hu Junliang

(co如艘o，’甩妣op研，Ⅳon胁es￡踟面e您浙，尉’肌刀OJ27)
Ab!渤．act：The enlightenment thoughts of subjectiVity， anti—subjectivity and inter—subjectivity that

Kant，Foucault and Habe瑚as respectiVely deVel叩ed，which filled the philosophical context generated by

the logic of enlightenment discourse．Kant brings togetherthe scienti6c enlightenment，emotional enlighten-
ment and political enlightenment fbcused by the pioneeI．S of enlightenment into the philosophical constmction

with the purpose of rational criticism．It is intended to use rational utility to lav the f．oundation fbr the sub．

jectivity of enlightenment discourse．Foucault agrees with Kant’s ideological connection between enlighten-
ment and criticism，but he replaces Kant’s subjective plan based on his own philosophical position，methods

and obiectives， in order to dispel the fundamentalism and universalism of the enlightenment discourse，

which pmclaim etemal t11Jth banklllptcv of human liberation ideals，and the destllJction of the mvth that man

is the subiect．Habe肌as’enlightenment narrative is not onlv dif亿rent f南m Kant’s subiective monologue，

but also difkrent f而m Foucault’s anti—subiective reversal，and is also difkrent f而m the radical rational cri．

tique of Horkheimer and Adomo． By resetting the inter—subiectivity of the enlightenment coordinates，

Habermas aims to eliminate the erroneousness of universalism，overcome the ne繇Itivitv of relativism，walk

out of the mud of pessimism，and thus stick to the positive legacy of enlightenment as an unfinished aspira-

tion，and step out of the real dilemma of political fhstration and moral nothingness．

Key words：enli小tenment；Kant；Foucault；HabenIlas

Rebllilding Value C仰sensus in Age of Relativi锄
——A Mo翰l Pml咖phy hIterp弛tation of“Common Value” (87)

Zhang HongI，Xiao Huishun2

(1．sc^oDZ旷B潞i聊ss，2．＆^ooZ矿胁麟蠡m，鼽∞xing‰溉耶渺，鼽∞茗i昭3J『2DDo)
Abstract：In the conceptual histoIv，the biggest obstacle to reach value consensus undoubtedlv is f而m

value relativism which suppons the point that value is incommensurabiIitv and value universalism which con．

siders itself represents“the t11Jth knowledge”．The ermr of relativism and universalism lies in the absolutiza．

tion of“relarivitv”，the uni6cation of“pluralism”and the universalization of“special”．It will result in a-

bandoning the efh)rt to pursue the value consensus，or take the“local knowled卵”as“global knowledge”and

then spread it，which wiU inevitablv result in“the clash of civilizations”．Onlv if we are guided bv Man(’s

theory of wodd histor'r and the community of human destiny，taking “human society’’as the starting point，

“common interest"can be understood．and“common value”can be also universalized．

Key words：relativism；common value；wodd—histo“citv

Zhejiang Confuciallism：Fmm Wang Chong to Ma Yifu：

The Cha腿cteris缸cs of Zhejiang Confucia曲泐and Its SpiritlIaI Val呲s (94)
Wu Guang

(耽i‰op竹胁m眦e o厂历eⅣ伽g Ac础啊。厂跏泓＆如耽es，日研昭幻u 3J『DoD7)

Abstract：This anicle brieny describes the sequence of development of Zheiiang Confucianism in the

long history of more than two thousand years，and f而m which it extracts the academic characteristics and

f．undamental spirit of Zhejiang Collfhcianism，with fhrther discussions on the historical contribution and con—

tempomry value of Zhejiang Confuci肌ism．The author believes that pluralistic tolerance， practical experi．

ence， and the ideological transf．onllation f而m people—oriented and people—fhendlv to democracv f．on_Il the

three major academic characteristics of Zheiiang Confucianism．The fundamental spi“t of Zhe证ang Confu．

cianism is prominently expressed in 6ve aspects： the spirit of being realistic and critical， the humanistic

spi“t of “people—oriented"， the spirit of practical leaming described as “practical expe“ence， honest and

courage”，the spirit of heroism to“respect for integrity，dares to speak upright”，and the spirit of“education

first，talents 6I．st”culture and education．7I’he typical ideology of Zhejiang Confucianism is Wang Chong’s
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pragmatic and critical leaming with the aim of“seeking the t11Jth and abandoning falsity”，utilitarianism f．rom
Ye Shi presented with the core value of“respecting justice and yet achieving bene矗cial goals’’，Wang Yang．
ming’s proposition of“conscience of mind”with a core in“conscience”，Huang Zongxi’s“practice”prac—
tical leaming of“people being the masters and monarchs are guests”as the core point of view，and Ma Yifu’

s modem new classics with“Six Arts(Six Scripts)dominate all knowledge”as the core proposition．Their ide．

oJ091cm pu叩oses and academic propositions were not only at the foref而nt of the time，due to their modemity
and uniVersality，they become a good reference for the new era of socialist ideological innovation and pmcti．

cal govemance models with Chinese characteristics．

Key words：Zhejiang Confucianism；sequence；characteristics；fundamental sprit；contemporary value

On the CreatiVe Tra璐formation and InnovatiVe DeVeIopment
of Tramtional Cultuml Cl嬲sics

Wang Jianhua，Yu Xiaoqun

(105)

(Z№声铆g眈i秽e您毋。厂＆耙we肌d死c矗加比科，‰危D“?J伽3)
Abstract：The traditional cultural classics are imponant parts of the Chinese cultural system，and thev

are the abundant nourishment fbr the Chinese nation to vifrorousness and development．Tb achieve the cre．

atiVe transfb珊ation and innovative development of cultural classies is the realistic demand of contemDorary

society，and jt is aJso the reliable guaranlee for the e￡emal vitali￡y of cultural classics．The ‘‘Creative trans．

fo册ation， innoVatiVe development"of classic books can be developed f而m the aspects of cultural values，
discourse caHiers，communication ways and presentation modes．This paper discusses the practical tramsfor．
mation of the latter three pans，including the transfo珊ation
foreign languages， the transfo彻ation of difec￡quotation and

sentation modes．The cultural creative innovation activities of

of classical Chinese into modem Chinese and

crea“Ve naH．ation， and the innoVation of pre—

the“Creative transfbmation． innovative devel—

opment”of culture classics are conduciVe to promoting the deVelopment of cultural undertakings and provid．
ing new resources for the cultural industry．

Key words： culture classics； innoValiVe deVel叩ment； discourse ca而ers； communica￡ion ways； pre．
sentation mode

A WaiUn2 SOng to Whom?
——R髓earch彻the Ci ofLu Y伽W—tt蛐彻the Wan ofShen Garden (112)

Bai Xiaoyong

(．sc^oDZ Q厂凡她c Admin如￡删i帆，劢巧i研g GD咿九n增溉如e瑙毋，Ho孵危oM 3JoDJ8)
Abstract：fmoenix Hairpin Ci by Lu You was written for his ex—wife Mrs．Tang on the waU of Shen

Garden，according to the records of Song Dynasty．Since the Qing Dynasty，however，many scholars have

questioned its authenticity．Recent investigation f而m the records of Chen Hu，Zhou Mi，and“u Kezhuang
has 6nIlly established a complete chain of evidence，which also could be traced from the prolo#阻e to poetry

by Lu You． “Willow of the Palace Wall”is a metaphor ref色rring to Mrs．Tang f．or her marriage with the Zhao
clan family，rather than a direct description of any palace walls f南m Shao Xing city，where Lu You met

Mrs．Tang．Previous conclusions about this Ci and its background are therefbre validated．

Key woriIs：Phoenix Hairpin Ci；Lu You；Shen Garden；wiUow of the palace wall

The Emergence of Ownership and Boundary
Chi耻se Southeast Mountain Land before Ming

Demarcation in

and Qing Dynasties (117)
Du Zhengzhen

(眈p硎撇眦矿日厶￡o砂，历巧i帆g‰如e巧渺，日孵^DⅡ3JDD28)
Abstract：The emergence of the boundary is an important step in the history of forest ownership confir．

mation．From the westem Han dynasty，the private occupation of the southeast mountains and forests was de．

clared and recorded by carving stone．The epitaphs of the Tang dynasty and the stone inscriptions of the

monastery propeny marked the mountain land boundary site with“si zhi”．With the exploitation and utilization

of forest resources， especially the reclamation and af玷restation in mountain areas， people’s knowledge of

forest becomes more and more detailed．More and more forest land name and the boundarv were created and

recorded because of the forest trade and offi cial register for ownership amnIlation．The land survev and

cadastral I．egistration in Song dynasty accelerated the demarcation and con6nnation of the mountain forests
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rights in the southeast， and even some small mountain lands were measured and had a relativelv accurate

area record．Part of the cadastral documents and civil contracts in the forest boundary info珊ation can mutu．

aIly testify．But in general，the info咖ation about mountain was sketchier and inaccurate than that of fam．
1and．This constituted the basic social and institutional backg即und of the dispute of right and boundan7 in

the southeast mountain land after Southem Song dynastv．

1(ey words： soufheasl China； mountain land； location and boundaly； ownership； 1and sunrey and

cadastral registration

From Libe瑚li伽to Be册aljsm：the T咫n舶珊ati蚰of Z删Kezhen’s Unde瑙tan出ng
about the DeVeIopment Path of Modern Science in Cmna (128)

Pan Yixiao，Zhang Li，Xu Weimin

(Dep酬胱nt Q厂肋i‰op¨，历e西仍增‰西ers浙，日n，样^ou 3JoD28)

Abstract：ZHU Kezhen’s understanding about the development path of modem science in China has

transfo咖ed f如m liberalism to Bemalism．This transfomation can be interpreted as a gradual change in the
eVolution of China’s modem scienti6c culture，rather than a sudden chan#re caused by the fbunding of the

PeopIe’s Republic of China．With the thought of saving the country by science，Zhu Kezhen has paid high
attention to Bemalism since the l 940s and recognized the social function of science to a cenain degree．
Around the same time as the People’s Republic of China was fbunded，he proactively began to leam about

the planning model of science by the f0瑚er Soviet Union，which led him to gmdually realize that Bemalism
is the direction for China’s science．As China’s cause of science developed continuously and Zhu Kezhen

deepened his understanding about the Communist Pany of China， his attitude towards the science policies
issued by the Communist Party of China expe“enced a process of expectation，recognition，support and im．

plementa“on．Ultimately，he devoted himself to the development of China’s cause of science．

Key wOrds：Zhu Kezhen；Bemalism；liberalism；planning science

Chen Xu眦heng and the Modem Ni雌bo Ed眦ati伽 (135)
Xu Saiyin91，Tang Xiejun2

(1．，ku妙妒而re自势￡册g猢酽s，2．co如ge旷Hu玎啪如如s n砌MBd如，M，渺o‰如e巧i￡y，M，劫960 3J毙J，)
Abstract：Chen Xunzheng had already promoted the modem education in Ningbo VemacuIar Daily be．

1．ore he passed the imperial examination by which he rose to the top social strata．Later， he was invited to

take charge of the Yude Agricultural and Industrial School，which was dedicated to the education f．or people

in the lowest social strata．He also assisted Yu Zhaofan，the Ma西strate of Ningbo，to vigorously promote lhe
modern style of sch001．Nevenheless， it is not appropriate to overestimate Chen Xunzheng’s contribution to

the modern Ningbo education because the Ningbo‘rbchnical School and the Buddhist Orphanage were chron．

icaUy in short of fhnds and even unsustainable during the period when he was in charge of them．Meanwhile
his educational philosophy was incomplete，not systematic and mostlv unoriginal．

Key words： the modem education； Cixi Incident for mining the schooIs； gifted education； cultural

consenratism
。

The Research on the Co眦ept山at L眦m Wate体and LuSh Mo岫tai璐Are Inval岫ble A鲻etS

——BiMiometric A蚴lysis Ba驰d on CNKI Databa∞

Li Pin91，Hou zifen矿，Hu zhigan93

(143)

(1&3．L沾My，2．co讹ge Q厂胁张西m，Ⅳ磁如u‰如e您ity，日磁^ou 3J3伽)
Abstract：The bibliometric analysis used the relevant literatures of research on Xi Jinping’s‘‘lucid wa．

ters and lush mountains are inValuable assets"in the CNKI Database to discuss the progress of the research，

subject and institution，research field and content，research innuence，research discipline and categoIv，
and research funding of the concept．On this basis，the thesis points out the main characte“stics of research

on Xi Jinping’s“lucid waters and lush mountains are invaluable assets"and the suggestions f．or I．uture studv．
Key words： Xi Jinping； lucid waters and lush moun￡ains are invaluable assets： the theory of“two

mountains”；bibliometric analvsis
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